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OPEN GARDEN 2020

CEMETERY ROSE

Join us in the Historic Rose Garden on April 18 and 19 for
our annual Open Garden. At the annual fundraiser we will
offer roses and rosy items for sale and hold a silent auction. Proceeds go toward maintenance of the Historic
Rose Garden and repair of the cemetery’s artifacts and
headstones. Admission is free; donations are welcome.
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EDITORIAL
As we approach this spring and prepare for April’s Open Garden, we
reflect on changes since last years’ event.
In May, the Technical Advisory Committee completed its task and
published a Cemetery Assessment and Operations Plan (available on
the city of Sacramento website). Priorities from that document were
implemented, first with the employment of a Cemetery Manager.
This new position was occupied only briefly, with an interim manager,
Lori Bauder, presently acting in the position.
City staff have begun to assess the irrigation system—or we should say
‘systems’—throughout the cemetery. Priority is to reduce the use of
overhead sprinklers which waste water and can damage cemetery artifacts.
With the implementation of changing volunteer requirements, a number of volunteers in the Rose Garden and elsewhere in the cemetery
have resigned. A new Youth, Parks and Community Enrichment Department Manager, Mario Lara, began his tenure and has met with
OCCC members, promoting efforts to improve relations with volunteers and the OCCC nonprofit. We are working toward development
of a Memorandum of Understanding between the OCCC and the city
and finding ways to recruit and retain additional volunteers.
The Rose Garden received heavy pruning this winter as many roses
had outgrown their spaces and were trimmed back. The garden will
look differently this year.
The OCCC, through its members and various volunteer groups—Rose
Garden volunteers, Adopt-A-Plot, Hamilton Square and the Native
Plant team—has been the only consistent supporter of the Historic
City Cemetery for more than thirty years. We carry expertise and
knowledge of the cemetery, its history, horticulture and infrastructure
and will continue to provide support to the city of this important historic site.
Comments, questions, concerns to
Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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2020 Events in the
Historic Rose Garden
•

April 18/19 – Open Garden

•

9 :30 am to 2 pm on the
18th

•
•

11-2 on the 19th
April 19 – Rose Walk and
Talk - 1 pm

•

April 26 – Rose Walk &
Talk – 1 pm

•

May 3—Rose Walk — Old
Garden Roses—1 pm

•

May 4 - Deadheading at
Dusk – 6 pm

•

June 1 – Deadheading at

Dusk – 6 pm.
•

September 12 – Propagation Class – 10 am

•

October 17 - October Encore
tour –10 am

•

October 24 Make a Difference Day

•

November 21—Fall Color
Tour 10 am
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CURATOR’S CORNER

Anita Clevenger

As pruning season approached this year, remaining rose garden volunteers worried about how they would be
able to do necessary pruning. Jim Atwood promised to come from his new home in Arizona to help prune.
Other former volunteers offered to come to prune on a short-term basis. We got approval for Stephen Scanniello’s pruning workshop, which always attracts an enthusiastic public and usually yields additional volunteers.
We scheduled a pruning party, too. Still, our shaggy roses had us outnumbered.
We were pleased to learn that San Jose rosarian Tom Liggett, who had come to teach his pruning technique
and to help in the cemetery and other area rose gardens in 2018 and 2019, had been engaged by the Cemetery
Manager, Andrew MacVicar, to help. We welcomed Tom and offered our knowledge and assistance.
Tom and his wife Blanche worked steadily and unilaterally to prune nearly all of the roses in the Historic Rose
Garden in order to stimulate new growth, in some cases removing most of the plant. He thinned onceblooming cultivars and species roses, and tipped every cane throughout the garden. At this point, every rose
is still in place, though many are much smaller.
During the pruning party, Jim and others painstaking pruned climbing roses over six of the arbors, with the
understanding their work would be respected. Instead, all of these roses were cut back, as well as every other
rose trained over a support. Three roses were cut all the way to the ground. As of this writing, all of the rebar
supports and the free-standing frames that we call “corrals” have been removed. Only the welded structures
are still in place, but without any roses growing upon them.
At this point, volunteers have no input about how the climbing roses will be supported, how new growth will
be managed or the operation of the garden’s irrigation system. Tom asked city staff to ensure that roses are
well-watered, but irrigation was turned off throughout the driest, warmest February on record.
As many of you are aware, The City of Sacramento directed that all supports be removed and that roses be cut
back four years ago. As a result of our resistance to this direction, we enjoyed four more beautiful seasons of
peak bloom. We expect that this spring will be beautiful, too, but with a less overwhelming display. I always
felt that visitors to our garden were like Alice in Wonderland, who had taken the pill “to make you small.” This
year, we have taken the pill that makes us larger.
The Historic Rose Garden Committee of our parent non-profit, the Old City Cemetery Committee, continues to
plan upcoming events, publish our 2020 collection and sales catalogs, and to hang new tags on the roses. We
are working to share our roses with as many public gardens as possible to ensure their preservation.
Many roses will grow back stronger than ever, assuming they are irrigated and maintained. Others may not.
We plan to track their progress throughout the growing season. A few volunteers are still working with staff to
do as much as possible to preserve these rare roses and the beauty of our unique, cemetery garden. We will
have many roses for sale at our Open Garden on April 18 and 19, and hope to see you there. We don’t know
what is ahead for our garden and its events, but will do our best to love and support it. Please do the same.
Editor’s note – Tom Liggett is a founder of the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden and the author of How to
Trim, Tie and Train Rose Plants. For an article about his pruning techniques, refer to the March 2018 Cemetery Rose newsletter on our website.
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GARDEN GLOVES, CADDIES & WEED CARRIERS

Jane McLeod

Ask any gardener which gloves they prefer and you most
probably will get multiple, differing answers and a few
questions. What type of gardening will you be doing?
Weeding? Pruning? Wet or dry soil? Plants/trees with
thorns? Synthetic or natural fiber? Winter or the heat of
summer? When you go to a garden center you might be
overwhelmed with the variety of general garden gloves
available. It really boils down to personal preference.
For general gardening and weeding, our garden Curator,
Anita Clevenger, prefers the tough and flexible nitriledipped gloves. Karen Griffin, a long term Rose Garden
volunteer recommends the WomansWork glove because
the
finger
tips are reinforced, the cuff is longer and it has a Velcro closure which
keeps garden debris from entering the glove. I found these at
Green Acres and it was helpful to try them on as sizes do vary.
They are machine washable.
www.womanswork.com/catalog/womens-gloves

The trademark feature of any good pair of rose gloves is the
gauntlet style. Protecting your hands alone just isn’t enough –
prickles can easily scratch or pierce your forearms when lifting
branches for pruning. Keep your
hands and forearms cut-free with
gauntlet rose gloves. Most of our
volunteers prefer natural leather
or a synthetic suede, breathable
material. Volunteer Teri Lown,
pictured left, prefers gauntlets with reinforced fingers. She shops locally and
found these at Hollywood Hardware. Size and flexibility matters, so a good fit
is important.
Volunteer John Killey has found the
gauntlet brand, West County, the
most durable for him. He finds these
gloves online at reasonable prices.
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Now, on to garden tool caddies. You can toss your tools into a
bucket or pail or put them into an apron with pockets. I have experienced countless times being down on my hands and knees
needing a specific tool from my garden shed and having to walk
back and forth, back and forth to secure the items I need. I have
therefore, graduated to a fully packed garden carrier which houses
my most used tools, gloves, twist ties, scissors, water bottle, etc.

Last but not least is how to move all of the garden clippings to
your recycle bin. I use a collapsible, 10 gallon, Fisker’s bin . It is
easy for me to lift and empty into the city garden bin. My husband
prefers the 30 gallon size to rake up leaves or when pruning large
bushes. It saves dragging the unwieldy city bin to the area where
he is working. Both fabric bins are collapsible so they take up little storage room.
Several of our garden volunteers prefer placing a small tarp close to or under a bush they
are working on. All of the clippings or weeds
are tossed onto the tarp and the tarp can easily be dragged to a location where we pile the
garden clippings. No lifting!
We sincerely hope you will join us for Open
Garden. The Sacramento Old City Cemetery
is a historical treasure and the Historic Rose
Garden enhances the beauty of this special
place. We are always looking for volunteers.
We have all the tools and gloves to get you
started. Just let us know and we will work
with you to discover how you want to contribute.

Happy Gardening!
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MOTHER LODE FOUND ROSES FIND A NEW HOME

Anita Clevenger & Susan Price

Another repository for found roses of our region has been established, sponsored by the Amador County UCCE Master Gardeners. It is at the site of the Chichizola Store on Jackson Gate Road in Jackson, owned by the
Mother Lode Land Trust.
This garden began with a vision of preserving roses in the collection of Judy Dean, who found and
rescued roses from historic foothill sites. Over
the past thirty years, she and her husband, Bob,
planted 700 roses on their twelve acres in Mountain Ranch. The Butte fire in 2015 came fearfully
close to wiping out their labor of love, burning
nearly a third of the Deans’ property. All but a
handful of the scorched roses grew back, but the
Deans realized they needed a “backup” garden to
ensure the survival of these heritage roses.
The first planting of about thirty roses was completed and dedicated last fall. We in Sacramento
will offer any support that we can to this new effort, and look forward to attending a tour of the
site on May 16th. For more information, visit the
Amador County Master Gardeners’ website at
https://ucanr.edu/sites/Amador_County_MGs/Heritage_Rose_Garden/
Ed Note – Judy Dean is known to many in the old rose world for co-authoring Field Report of Rose Characteristics with Lynne Storm and Bev Vierra. (c2002) This book is invaluable for documenting and comparing
old roses, and is used around the world. They worked with Fred Boutin to find and study the roses of the
foothills planted in many cases by California pioneers. The Sacramento Historic Rose Garden includes many
of their rescued roses.

WHERE IS OUR SIGN?
On January 11th, we were shocked to see that our beautiful Historic Rose Garden sign was missing. It had been
unbolted from its supports. Our non-profit reimbursed
the city $4015 in 2015 for design, purchase and installation of the sign. It was reported as stolen by the cemetery
manager.
We have asked YPCE Director Mario Lara to help locate
the sign, or to purchase and install a replacement as soon
as possible.
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HRG STATUS—SPRING 2020
In 2016, the City of Sacramento imposed horticultural guidelines on the Historic Rose Garden collection in the
Sacramento Historic City Cemetery requiring removal of all forms of support from the many climbing roses in
the collection and moving or removing roses deemed to be too close to monuments or blocking their view. Rose
lovers from around the world expressed their concern. As a result, a moratorium was placed on moving and
removing supports or roses until a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), including city staff and volunteers,
formed new horticultural guidelines.
For three more years, visitors to the Historic Rose Garden enjoyed climbing roses towering overhead and many other large
roses grown to their full potential. During that time, volunteers
trimmed roses in an effort to satisfy staff concerns about monument visibility, removed several rebar arches, and developed
mutually acceptable guidelines with the TAC which permits roses grown on supports within plots.
City staff recently removed most supports from the roses and
engaged rosarian Tom Liggett to vigorously prune all roses in
the collection. Climbing roses were greatly cut back.
The rose collection is still in place. Volunteers will track the results of this unprecedented pruning. We expect
many will grow back stronger than ever, though with a less overwhelming display this year. Volunteers will also
engage with the city to reinstall supports as allowed by the revised guidelines.
The Open Garden and Rose Sale will continue as planned on Apr 18 and 19. Nearly 500 roses, including many
found favorites such as “Barbara’s Pasture Rose,” have been propagated by rose garden volunteers. Other
spring events are planned, too. Please come to support our garden and our volunteers’ efforts to preserve the garden’s many rare
and historic roses. The cemetery remains a beautiful and historic
place, with a significant collection of found roses.
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MONUMENT REPAIRS

Anita Clevenger

We were thrilled to fund repairs for twelve monuments in 2019, spending
a total of $8,289. These repairs ranged from mending a small broken
footstone to repairing and stabilizing a large pillar. Both of these stones
were in the Cadwallader plot at the south end of the West Bed, plot 420.
Many people think footstones mark children’s graves. However, they
mark the foot of many graves for people of all ages. It took time for a large
monument to be made, and death often was unanticipated. A small marker, usually made of marble, inscribed with the initials of the deceased was
placed at the foot end of the buried coffin to show where the completed
headstone should be placed. Many footstones have been lost or broken.
Often, the broken bits are too shattered and thin to repair. Fortunately,
the one marked “G.C.” (George Cadwalader), while broken in two, was
thick enough to repair.
Each year, a few people are killed in U.S.
cemeteries by falling monuments. Stabilizing the stones in the Sacramento Historic
City Cemetery has been a priority since the
founding of the Old City Cemetery Committee (OCCC) nearly thirty-five years ago. The pink granite pillar in the Cadwallader plot rested on a gray granite base, supported by a crumbling brick foundation. This safety concern was exacerbated by the fact that the stones were
stacked rather than cemented in place. The granite base of the monument was
found to be deteriorated. The monument now rests on a new base, supported by
a concrete foundation.
Samuel Hudson’s grave in the Broadway Bed is also marked by a tall stone, which is a straight-sided
obelisk. We noticed that it was leaning many years
ago and worried that gravity, and the instability of
its foundation, would pull it down. We even went
so far as to put caution tape around the site when
volunteers were working nearby. The stone is now
stable and straight once again.
Monuments of any size will eventually fall over if they start to lean. Through our
funding, Hannah W. Arnold’s stone in plot 60 now stands straight.
In some cases, stones that were previously repaired have re-broken, usually because the epoxy used thirty years ago has failed. Caroline Lindemeyer’s stone in
the East Bed, plot 516, has been repaired again. So has Mary Ann Rice’s stone
next to beautiful Tea Rose ‘Lady Hilingdon’ in plot 79 in the Broadway Bed.
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

Trees can topple or break a stone or the plot surround. We paid for the repair of Caroline Gottshall’s
marker at the south end of the East Bed, plot 556, which was broken by cypress tree. The tree was removed, along with a diseased elm tree. One cypress remains, and supports R. banksiae lutea.
Marble is fragile, and once broken, will continue to crumble due to the elements and time. It’s best to stabilize
stones that can’t be put upright. Years ago, repair was
done by embedding broken pieces in concrete. This may,
in fact, not be the best stabilization technique because of
the lime content of the concrete and the fact that it wicks
moisture. Another choice is to epoxy the pieces together
and leave them flat on the ground. That’s what we did
with Cornelia Tierce Daniel’s monument in plot 431 in the
West Bed.
Smaller monuments that are loose from their base can
also pose a safety hazard due to their weight. Charles
Robin’s stone in the West Bed, plot 447, now is attached
securely. Previously we funded replacing the top of the
pillar in that plot.
Three other broken monuments were also repaired Margaret and Hugh Kelley’s markers in Broadway’s plot 25,
Anna M. Lambert’s stones in
plot 552 in the
East Bed.
To our knowledge, all of the reparable broken stones in the
Historic Rose Garden have been addressed, although new
breakages can occur. We would like to assess all of the columns in the garden area to ensure that their foundations are
secure and the stones are vertical, and to fund their repair.
At least one suspect monument has been identified to the
OCCC’s Restoration Committee.
Plant sales and donations fund these essential repairs.
Thank you for your support.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Rose Gardening Tip
Roses enjoy a good feeding in spring when actively growing. Artificial liquid fertilizers can promote soft and tender growth attractive to aphids and other pests,
so use slow release granular organic fertilizer or compost. Alfalfa pellets break
down slowly, while alfalfa meal is quicker. Many gardeners swear by adding Epsom salts to fertilizer to provide an extra dose of magnesium.
Apply fertilizer around the perimeter of the bush; gently scratch it into the soil
and water thoroughly.
Fun to try: banana peels are a good source of calcium. Lay a strip of peel at the
base of each shrub, bury a black, mushy banana next to each bush or chop up
peels, let them sit for two weeks in sealed jar of water and pour the mixture at
the base of the plant.
Extra tip: Some gardeners swear by planting garlic or chives around new
roses to deter pests. Try it and see!
2020 Events in the
Historic Rose Garden
•

April 18/19 – Open Garden
9:30 am to 2 pm on the 18th

11-2 on the 19th
•

April 19 – Rose Walk and Talk - 1 pm

•

April 26 – Rose Walk & Talk – 1 pm

•

May 3—Rose Walk — Old Garden Roses—1 pm

•

May 4 - Deadheading at Dusk – 6 pm

•

June 1 – Deadheading at Dusk – 6 pm.

•

September 12 – Propagation Class – 10 am

•

October 17 - October Encore tour –10 am

•

October 24 Make a Difference Day

•

November 21—Fall Color Tour 10 am
Check the website, www.cemeteryrose.org
for more information
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